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PREFACE 

The scope or aim or this thesis is to plan, install~ 

and measure the results of a performance improvement program 

directed towal'ds supervisory personnel~ 

The planning stage consists of investigating secondary 

works by others pertaining directly or closely to the subject of 

performance improvement programs. Primary data have been col

lected in order to have all the tacts necessary to plan an 

eff ect1ve program. These data include past performance of 

shifts. defining shift problems and objectives. and techniques 

to accomplish objectives. An attempt is made here to record all 

the events that took place in planning this procedure. 

The installation phase or the program is covered under 

"placing the plan into action". Discussions of group meetings 

with foremen, the follow-up with individual foremen, and the 

contacts with operating and union personnel are also enclosed 

within this report. 

The program is evaluated and some conclusions are 

drawn from the evaluation in the last chapter below. 

Harold G. Hart 

January, 1961 
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THE PLANNING, msTALLAT!ON, AND RESULTS 
OF A PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 

FOR SUPERVISORY PERSONNEL 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Scope of Thesis Defined - The performance improvement plan 

discussed 1n this thesis is an authentic account or the planning. 

installation, and results or a program. 

The perrormance improvement program is rocussed on the 

five foremen who report to the shift supervisor. I am the shif't 

supervisor. 

The primary objective ot this thesis is to report accurately 

the planning and installation or a perrormance improvement program, 

f'or supervisory personnel, and also to appraise or measure results 

or the program. 

Performance Improvement Programs - The challenge of plan

ning a performance improvement program becomes interesting and self

aat1sfy1ng when a supervisor evaluates his personnel and originates 

a program working towards the improvement or men under his direction. 

This challenge requires some thought and study, which is stimulating 

itself'. 

"How to handle a problem? 1. Get all the facts. 2. Weigh 
(1) 

and decide. 3. Talte action. 4. Check results. 0 This approach 

has been widely used in this company by foremen and supervisors 1n 

an effort to solve problems. One mistake commonly made in this 

(l~ Ohase1 Stuart,~& Work (New York: Harcourt, Brace and co., 
Page ~9.) . 
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approach lies in not defining the problem properly. 'l'o avoid falling 

into this error we should modify this technique by first saying to 

ourselves, "What is the problem?" 

Sometimes the problem does not become clearly defined until 

all the facts are gathered and analyzed. At other times, the diag

nosis of' the problem is in error and the planned corrective action 

consequently falls to give the desired results. 

As an illustration one of the foremen under my responsibility 

stated recently, "The rejects in my section are too high." He was 

then asked what the problem seemed to be. After some thought he 

replied that the machines were uru.nning bad" and were diff'icult to 

keep in adjustment. 

In order to solve the difficulty, he suggested that an in

tensive investigation by the maintenance department be made to find 

and repair any mechanical defects. If his analysis or the problem 

were correct, the corrective action would be logical. However1 an 

observation of the operators at work in his section indicated that 

his diagnosis or the problem was probably incorrect. For instance~ 

it was discovered that the operators were not making adjustments on 

the machines required to prevent the rejects from occurring. Further

more, morale appeared to be at a low ebb due to a lack or discipline. 

The problem was seen to arise out or human relations rather than 

mechanical tailures. 

Errors 1n the proper diagnosis or a problem tend to create 

confusion and a loss of self-confidence. 
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The approach used in orga.n:tzing the improvement program 

in this case is very similar to that already described in preceding 

pages. 

The method used is as follows: 

1. Define the problem. 
2, Gather all the necessary tacts. 
3.. Analyze the facts. 
4 Define the problems. 
5. Define the objectives. 
6. Techniques to accomplish objectives. 
1 •• Place the plan into action. 
8 Evaluate the results after a fair trial of' 

the plan. 

In forming an effective supervisory development program# 

the supervisor needs to be thoroughly f'amiliar with the problems 

coni"ronting the foremen under his supervision. E. c. Bentzer has 
(2) 

recently written in this connection: "To create enthusiasm tor 

self-improvement, a training course must embrace problems currently 

confronting those being trained and off er specif'ic solutions to those 

problems. It must, therefore1 be tailored to fit the needs ot eaoh 

student. For a fundamental course to be so tailored., it is necessary 

£or the instructor to visit eaoh trainee on the job and learn at 

first hand exactly what his Job situation is and how his understand

ing of it compares with the facts. This concept demands that the 

instructor, in addition to being a capable teacher, have practical 

experience throughout the entire gamut of management and., preferably, 

1n various types of industry." It is suggested here that a training 

program promises to be more effective if the inStructor is an 

immediate superior because he is in an excellent position to observe 

the difficulties and progress of the trainee. 

(2J °Form.!ng Ef't'ective supervisory Development Problems", 
(Journal Advanced Ma;iagement~ August issue~ 1960) 



How, then, can a supervisor help a foreman overcome his 

difficulties 1n meeting the standard set for his Job? It the 

objective is to train the foreman to cope better with his day-to

day problems, the supervisor must help him carry through a process 

ot thinking about those problems so that the foreman feels responsi

ble tor diagnosing them, thinking up solutions tor them, and testing 

these solutions out. Through this process the foreman gains greater 

confidence 1i1 his own abilities and, as time goes on, becomes more 

capable of coping with his difficulties without aid from above. 

The idea or helping the foreman overcome his difficulties 

by stimulating thinking on his part so as to discover his own 

solutions to his problems is one or the major techniques used in 

this development program tor supervisory personnel. That is, super

visors are helped by this approach and then required to use the same 

approach with the foremen under their jurisdiction. 

Erwin K. Taylor, in the March-April, 1959 issue of 

Personnel says .. "Gadgets and gimmicks become the order of the day. 

work simplification, conference leadership, role playing, brain

storming, committee management and bottom-up management are but a 

few of the myriad methodologies that were devised to win the un

critical acceptance of' the over-anxious executives to divest them

selves ot a responsibility, which they felt ill-equipped by talent 

or training~ to discharge in the proper manner." 

It is felt that these gimmicks and gadgets used by top 

management do have an effect on supervisors# whose task 1t is to 
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develop supervision under their responsibility. 

The obstacle to the desired effect is that supervisors 

will tend to rely heavily on such programs without proper follow-up 

or appraisal. Partial programs are often expected to do a total 

job. 
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CHAPTER II 

RECENT HISTORY OF THE SHIFT 

Shift SUpervision - The history of the shift, to which 

the writer has recently been assigned, dates back to the 1930's. 

However, my study is confined to an analysis or it only tor the 

past five years, approximately. 

The shift supervisory personnel has turned over numerous 

times due to transfers, promotions, and retirements. On the other 

hand, some of the operating personnel have been on the same jobs 

twenty to twenty-five years. The five foremen assigned to the 

shift have extensive supervisory e.h."J)erience. The average age or 

these five is approximately 47 years, and their supervisory experience 

ranges between ten and twenty years. All of them have had a high 

school education, and two have had some college training. 

The shift supervisor is 33 years or age and has had 

approximately ten years of supervisory training. He has a B. S. 

degree 1n Personnel Management, and has carried on graduate studies 

in the field ot business administration. 

In planning this improvement program, I have given some 

thought to the difterence in age and supervisory experience Just 

mentioned. I feel that a feeling of complacency and staleness 

naturally develops among subordinates after a foreman has been 

on the job tor a number of years. Moreover, certain traditions 

become ingrained in the relations between the union and management 

which commonly stand in the way or an improvement in efficiency. 
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It is quite difficult to move into a new assignment and 

make the necessa.I'y changes for improvement in a short period or time. 

A new supervisor has to be very careful at the beginning not to make 

sudden changes which may impair the morale or his people. He has to 

be 1n the position long enough for the foremen and operating personnel 

to gain confidence in his decisions. 

Arter making a brief or the shift history, I directed my 

thinking toward a performance improvement plan which would create 

interest and enthusiasm among a group of foremen with long super

visory experience. I noted Scott's dictum: "It is human to be 

more or less dependent upon novelty. If I am to stir myself to 

continuous and effective exertion1 I must frequently stimulate m;y 

interest by proposing new problems and new aspects ot' my work. If I 

am to help others to increase their efficiency, I must devise new 

appeals to their interest and new stimulations to action. It I have 

been dependent upon competition as a stimulus~ I must change the 
{3) 

form or this contest. 11 

Qperating Personnel - There are 84 operators assigned to 

the shift, working in tour production sections. Each section is 

headed by a foreman who is responsible to the shift supervisor. A 

fifth foreman relieves the other four foremen on vacations, days 

of rest, and sick relief.· 

Ot the 84 operators, approximately 70 per cent form a 

stable nucleus in that they have been with the company for twenty 

years or more. Operators• wage rates have been increased upwards 

with cost-of-living increases and have been maintained above the 

(3) - Scott,. Walt·e.r Dill, Inareas~ Human Ef'f1a1enay (New York: 
The Macmillan Company 1913 - Page 241 



average comparable community wage scale. These good wage rates, 

together with satisfactory company plans and policies and better 

than average working conditions are probably responsible ror the 

unusually high average in length or service just noted. 

Due to the average length service and relatively high 

average age ot the operators, I gave special consideration to a 

program whereby the foremen could increase job interest and Job 

enthusiasm on the part of the operato1.,s. I feel that a worker 

with twenty or more yea.rs or service has in all probability been 

intluenced by several programs focussed towards increasing his 

efficiency. Now some have found tha·t af•ter a certain sp.an of time 

human operating efficiency reaches a peak and then starts turning 

downward. "In case of workers an important factor in promoting 

maladjustment is the failure to keep pace with changing methods of 

work. This follows, in part, from the amount of unlearning required 

for new learning after old and inconsistent habits have become well 

set. Old viewpoints and old methods of working become firmly 

established and set up resistance against their replacement by 

improved methods of work. This results, in part, from stagnation 

and, in part, from failure of management to keep before the old 

workers the importanoe of continued change, of continued learning 
(4) 

as a necessary factor of adjustment to work in modern industry." 

The basic premise in this study is somewhat different - that 

human efticiency can continue to increase up to retirement age, 

(4) Viteles, Morris s . ., Industrial Psycholo& (W. w. Norton 
and Company, Ino., 1932J Page t>03. 
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given the injection or appropriate measures designed to combat a 

drop in interest and enthusiasm. 

Union Organization - The manuracturing operating person

nel are represented by a local union which was formed during the 

1930's. The union is represented by a president~ several vice

presidents, a director tor each area in the plant, and a steward 

on each shift within the area. The foremen and shift supervisors 

deal6 tor.the most part, with the union stewards representing the 

operators on their respective shifts. The stewards, elected by 

union members, are commonly chosen so as to reflect their f eelinge 

toward management. To cite one authority, 11It is a fair general 

statement to make that union leadership will be patterned very 

largely upon management leadership. The union members will tend 

to pick their leaders from men similar to the managements with 

whom they will have to deal. The tough, uncompromising management 

will usually generate a similar type or union leadership. On the 

other hand, the management that is honestly trying to deal fairly 

and to see points or view or the employees, the stockholders, and 

the public will discover a strong trend toward the choice by the 
(5) 

union leaders who will match the management attitude." 

Plant and Area Organization - The plant staff organization 

consists of a Plant Manager, Assistant Plant Manager, Manufacturing 

SUperintendent, Process Superintendent, Planning Superintendent, 

(5) Finlay,, w. w. Sartain, A.G.~ Tate,, W.M. - Human Behavior 
in Industry (1954 McGraw Hill Book co. New York, Toronto, 
tonaon) Page f44 
This statement is corroborated by my own experiences with 
the union stewards and by my observations and impressions 
received through association with union stewards and directors. 



Personnel Superintendent, works Engineer, and Accounting Superinten

dent. Responsible to the Manufacturing superintendent are tour area 

heads - one each 1n Product A - Manuracturing, Product A - Finishing, 

Product B - Manufacturing, and Product B - Finishing Area. The area 

in which the writer functions is the Product B - Manufacturing Area. 

Each area organization consists of an area supervisor, two 

area start assistants, four shift supervisors, and approximately five 

foremen reporting to each shift supervisor. The primary- area or con

cern of this thesis is at the shift level of' operation. (See fig;ure 

2 for outline of' plant and area organization). 

Area Philooophy on Improvin$ Efficiency - "Many important 

houses use competition as part or their regular equipment for handling 
. (6) 

and energizing men." The concept or competition between the four 

shifts is the primary tool used in our area to improve human 

ef'f'iciencies. The trouble with this approach is that it entails a 

tendency to lessen cooperation and teamwork, inoreases the tendency 

to malte errors on records (especially when these records are kept by 

·individuals whose performances are being measured by them) and fre

quently creates ill feelings~·auspicion, and an adverse effect· on 

morale. Nevertheless, even with these shortcomings~ this method or 
approach has been known to produce results. In other words, the 

competitive approach can be used to a good advantage if administered 

properly. 

nwe assume ordinarily that competition exists only between 

individuals. As a matter of fact a slight degree of competition may 

(6) - Scott, Walter Dill - Increasinf Hu.man Effioienol in Business 
(New York: The MacMillan Co. 913) Page b3 -
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be aroused between a man's present efforts and his previous 
(7) 

records." This same thought occurred to the writer shortly 

after being assigned as shift supervisor in the Chemical and Spin

ning Area. It was felt that key yardsticks could be kept on each 

foreman indicating his past performance, his present performance~ 

and.his objectives for the future. After a certain interval, 

these yardsticks could be used to discuss a foreman's performance 

comparing his past with his present performance. These yardsticks 

are discussed in greater detail in a later section or this report. 

"Some men were afraid of all forms or competition. They 

believed that cooperation was essential to success and that any form 
(8) 

of competition among the men tended to lessen such cooperation.n 

It may be true that high levels of safety, output, and quality can 

be realized only through cooperation. Cooperation and morale are 

very closely related. Since high morale is needed in order to obtain 

close-knit cooperation, one or this writer's first concerns has been 

the morale of the shift. In order to check morale, the first approach 

is to meet and talk with each man on the shi.f't. It appears that the 

pulse or the shift can best be checked by this technique. This check 

is made to determine the correct degree of emphasis to place on this 

phase of the improvement program. 

The reason for an evaluation or competition, cooperation, 

and morale is to find the advantages or each and to inject them into 

their proper perspective in planning an improvement program. It has 

been concluded after thought and concern, that competition is a good 

(7) - Ibid .- Page 55 
( 8) - Ibid.,- Page 59 
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tool to use in increasing human efficiency. True. there are draw

backs to it; but one cannot overlook the fact that other approaches 

also lead to dii'1'1culties of one type or another. 

Past and Present Performance of the Shift - An- individual's 

performance at our location is appraised in six basic areas of opera

tion: safety, cost, production, housekeeping~ employee-relations, 

and leadership. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of any improve

ment program, yardsticks measuring performance before the program is 

installed must be determined. This measurement of performance will be 

called the "before measurement". The area rates the four shifts on a 

one, two, three., four competitive basis, and theae rankings are ob

tained by measuring each shirt's performance on approximately twenty 

yardsticks.. These twenty measurements are totaled at the end of' each 

month to determine the ranking of the respective shifts. (See figure 

l for twenty items used to determine monthly ratings. ) The lowest 

score represents a first-place ranking. 

Figure 3 shows the rankings of the shift to which the author 

is assigned. January through May represents the "before measurement". 

The improvement of the supervisory personnel's performance program was 

started in the month of June. Note an immediate improvement in the 

rating, followed by a leveling-out in the months following. 

A folder tracing the past performance of each foreman is 

set up 1n order to measure the effect of the program on individual 

foremen (figures 4-7 below). The yardsticks set up for each foreman 

are designed as closely as possible to match the six basic criteria 

used all over the plant to rate an individual's performance. 
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CHAPTER III 

PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 

Problems Defined 

Primary Problem - The primary problem of the shirt when I 

assumed conunand appeared to be that the supervisors did not accept 

full and complete responsibility for all phases of their jobs. It 

was felt that the foremen had been on the Job such a long period of 

-time that they needed stimulation to create interest and enthusiasm 

towards the job at hand. "Many managers and more foremen are unable 

to develop this reeling of stimulation in their subordinates because 

they assume all of the responsibility and allow those under them no 
(9) 

share or it." 

This very impression was given by the foremen under m;:r 

responsibility, and it appeared that a similar situation prevailed 

among the operators reporting to the foremen. It 1s little wonder 

that the operators were not accepting the full responsibilities their 

jobs required toward safety, housekeeping, production., and cost, if 

their immediate supervisors shrank from these same responsibilities. 

In order to sharpen the basic issue I give the following 

example to illustrate the importance of defining a problem properly. 

One of the f oremai.n assigned to my shift was asked to have a certain 

area cleaned before a housekeeping inspection on the following day. 

This particular foreman has excellent job knowledge and has gotten 

along well with his men. However,, previous observation led to the 

conclusion that housekeeping in his section was not up to minimum 

standards. 

(9) Ibid.- Page 193 
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Near the end of the shift a follow-up check in this 

particular area showed it was still sub-standard. A casual remark 

was made to an operator, assigned to the section, concerning the 

inspection to be made the following day. It was learned that he 

was not aware of the inspection since he had not been informed about 

it by his foreman. 

In response to queries on why he did not inf'orm his opera

tors about the inspection, the foreman simply stated that his area 

was normally clean, making the special instruction unneceosary. This 

situation, which actually occurred, is a typical illustration of a 

foreman's failure to accept the full responsibilities of his job. 

Under such circumstances one supervisor might be inclined 

to undertake the job him.self. The trouble here is that the responsi

bility and the authority to carry it lie in the foreman's realm of 

operation and should not be taken from him, As Robert Dubin states, 

"In the first place,, the superior retains some control and direction 

ot a delegated f'unction. The subordinate usually reels impelled to 

inf'orm his superior about what he is doing and to secure approval ror 

it. Carried too far, this dependence upon a superior destroys the 

efi"ectiveness or the delegation. The superior might Just as well 

undertake to do the job himself if the subordinate rails to assume 
(10) 

some initiative in implementing the authority delegated to him." 

Seconda:r;t: Problems - The secondary problems associated with 

the operation of ms shift stem from the primary problem that the fore

men were not accepting the full responsibilities of their jobs. 

(10) - Dubin., Robert - :Human Relations in Administration (Englewood 
Cliffs,, M .J. : Prentice-Hali, IhC.-) Page 272 



Accordingly, it is felt that these secondary problems should be 

defined and included in the improvement program for supervisory 

personnel. 

One or the main secondary problems confronting rne is that 

the foremen appear to be incompetent to analyze their problems 

thoroughly and to take appropriate actions. 

This problem seemed to be more characteristic or older 

foremen who had become more or less set in their ways or taclding a 

problem. However, one of the younger and less experienced foremen 

also appeared to be improperly trained in this field. An example 

to further define this situation was given in the Introduction 

Chapter of this report under 11 Pc::.1 f':)r .. "rt1:mce Improvement Programs. 0 

The foremen appeared to be perrorminr; satisfactorily in lining up 

important jobs within their crews but were generally lax in lining 

up daily routine tasks. This latter phase, showing a failure to 

line up daily tasks, or instructions given daily by the supervisor, 

or instructions round daily in the log boo~, appeared to be another 

problem associated with the shift. 

This problem became more sharply defined after further 

checks. The complete job was not being done. It was stressed that 

it is just as easy to do a thorough job as an incomplete job and far 

more interesting and satisfying. Mr. Ualter Dill Scott stressed 

this same point in 1913 when he stated, ttThe modern business man is 

exhausted no more by his actual achievements than by the things 
{11) 

which he is compelled to resist doing." 

(11) - Scott, Walter Dill, Increasigg; Human Efficiencl (New York; 
The MacMillan Company 1913) Page lob 
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Another problem or the shift arose from the fact that 

the toremen, generally speaking, were afraid of upsett11ig the 

operators reporting to them on controversial instructions or issues. 

This type or situation led to 0buck passing" and loss or respect. 

F.xamples or controversial instructions or issues··, are 

"proposed labor saving procedures, housekeeping inspections, and 

cost reduction programs". An 1nvestigat1on revealed that foremen 

were giving instructions such as: "The area wants to tt"tJ this new 

procedure"# or "The boss wants the area cleaned for inspect1on11
1 

rather than we want to try this. It was no wonder the operators 

tended to lose respect tor a foreman who reacted in this manner. 

The union stewards and some or the operators were suspicious 

or most members or supervision in their dealings with them. This 

created a 0 barr1er breaking" problem between the stewards and manage

ment. When the writer toolt charge of the shift many minor grievances 

were being tunneled in tor settlement. The stewards were going over 

the foremen's heads to the shift supervisor. The union stewards 

would also comment or give the impression that unless certain pro

oedures were agreed upon and placed in writing,, they were not 

compelled to follow the proposal. ~nis type or situation gave the 

impression that every minor-agreement-or instruction had to be in 

writing if the other side were to live up to it. 

It appeared that the foremen were not making full use of 

d1scipl1nal'*y procedures available tor handling problem cases. 

Although it is better to make a man than break him, there are times 

when the only way to make a good man is through proper discipline. 

-16-



Discipline has become less brutal, if' not less strict, over the 

years; yet it is still an indispensable tool, assuming it is 

administered properly. 

During the first three months or nw new assigrunent, not a 

single operator was called off the job for constructive criticism or 

disciplinary action. This could be either good or bad, but judging 

f'rom the ahift'a previous siX months' performance, it appeared that 

discipline was inadequate, 

Summary of Problems - Generally, the shift was not holding 

its own in performance results in comparison with the other three 

shifts, It was felt that this major problem was the result or a 

combination of' problems defined above. Thia is a surmnary of the 

major problems, seemingly most important, and worthy to be included 

in an improvement program. 

l. Primapy Problem 

a. supervision is not accepting the full and complete 
responsibilities of all phases of their jobs. 

2. Secondary Problems 

a. Foremen are failing to analyze their problems 
thoroughly and take appropriate actions. 

b. Foremen are lax in lining up their men on routine 
daily tasks. 

c. The foremen fear to ·upset operators on controversial 
issues and instructions. 

d. An air of suspicion exists between the union stewards 
and some of the operators in their dealings with 
supervision. 

e. Foremen are failing to make adequate use of dis
ciplinary procedures. 

-17-



3. General Situation 

a. Shift performance is not in a competitive position 
compared with other shifts. 

Objectives Defined - My primary objective has been to 

improve the performance or the f'oreman reporting to me in order to 

bring the overall shirt performance up to a competitive level with 

that of the three other shifts. 

In order to accomplish this objective I saw that other 

secondary objectives would have to be defined and accomplished if 

possible. 

One of the most important secondary objectives lay in 

delegating sufficient responsibility and authority to each foreman 

for the overall operation of his section. In other words, this 

objective was to begin holding the foreman truly responsible for 

the actions of the operators reporting to him, in getting the job 

done. Having been a foreman for approximately eight years, I well 

recognized that getting the Job done through people is far from easy. 

Cooperation of all employees is the first purpose of any organization. 

Without loyalty and teamwork, really high levels of output, quality, 

and service are difficult if not impossible to achieve. 

The second objective was to develop the foremen's abilities 

to define problems, to gather all facts and analyze them accordingly, 

and then to take appropriate action towards solution of the problems. 

The third objective was to develop techniques which would 

enable each foreman to line up his operators on the details of their 

jobs, especially those concerning daily routine instructions. 
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The fourth secondary objective was to develop teamwork and 

a cooperative spirit between the supervisor and foremen in order to 

carry out any program or procedure initiated by the shift, area, or 

plant through Joint effort. This objective was aimed also at creating 

team spirit among the operators. With development or the team and a 

cooperative spirit, it was hoped that the foremen would eliminate 

"buck passing" on controversial instructions. As previously stated, 

it was recognized that the foreman is "the man in the middle" and 

must follow instructions given him by the supervisor and hope to 

receive cooperation from the operator in carrying out such instructions. 

"Here the problem of getting smooth operation becomes acute because, 

as we have seen, the foreman, according to the logic or industrial 

organization must (1) uphold at the work level the standards, policies, 

rules, and regulations which have been originated by other groups and 

see to it that the workers conform to them and at the same time, (2) 

obtain if possible the workers• spontaneous cooperation to this way 
(12) 

of doing business." 

The fifth objective was to eliminate suspicion harbored by 

both the union stewards and operators toward.a supervision. This 

objective also covered the development or the foreman's role in 

investigating grievances so he could settle them at his level or 

operation 1£ possible. Accomplishment of this objective was depen

dent in large part upon an elimination or the reluctant attitude or 
the foremen towards enforcing discipline. 

In summary, the main objective in this development program 

was an improvement in the performances or the foremen in accomplishing 

(12) - Roethlisberger, Fritz J., Human Relations in Administration 
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, In-C: 1951) Page 145 



a complete job. It was hoped that the su.tn total of all these 

objectives would add up to improved performances by the foremen 

which would, in turn, result in a better performance on the part 

of the entire shift. 

Techniques to Accomplish the Objectives 

Group Meetineo with the Foremen - It was felt that in 

order to get the per.f'orma.nce program 11 off the ground", it was 

necessary to hold group meetings with the foremen to discuss shift 

objectives and methods of meeting them. Plana were made .for the 

first meeting to discuss the problems and objectives outlined in 

the preceding sections with emphasis on the problem of securing 

tull acceptance of job responsibility and the major objective 

improving overall shift performances. 

Cooperation and spirit of tean1worl~ were to be stressed at 

this meeting. The delegation or responsibility was to be discussed 

in detail, along with the authority that goes with this responsibility. 

Plans were also ma.de to hold monthJ.y meetings with foremen for the 

discussion or special problems, the outlining of objectives, and the 

we.ya to meet the objectives. Ideas were to be solicited from the 

foremen during these meetings. 

Topics tor later meetings with foremen would be as follows: 

(l) Problem definition, analysis of problems, and appropriate action, 

(2) methods to line up daily taslts, (3) employee relations, (4) union. 

relations .. and (5) disciplinary procedures. 

It was hoped that these meetings, lin.l<:ed with follow-up 

checkS on results,, would help to accomplish the primary objective of 
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improving overall shift perfonnanoe to a point where it would 

rival that of the other three shifts. 

Recognition was given to the fact that words play an 

important role in conveying a message to a supervisor's subordinates 

and also, that a supervisor has to interpret what people sa.y to him 

in order to understand the exact meaning of the message. "On the 

one hand he has to become skillful in using words that will appeal 

to his listeners• sentiments. In trying to secure the cooperation 

of individuals in the conunon purposes of the enterprise the executive 

often has to practice the art of persuasion. He uses words that he 

hopes will produce the appropriate effects on his listeners. In 

statements to stockholders, employees, and customers, the executive 

resorts to words, both oral and written. In handling complaints and 

grievances, the executive is using, as well as listening to, words. 

On the other hand, the executive must be able to interpret skillful;ly 

what people say, for insofar as his work involves the interactions of 

human beings his data come from what he hears as well as from what he 
(13) 

sees and does." 

Follow-up on Results with Individual Foremen - It was felt 

that the next step in techniques to accomplish the object:tves was to 

check on results with each foreman individually. These checks were 

to be made in the field on each phase of the job whether it be safety, 

morale.. housekeeping, quality or production, coat reduction items, or 

morale of' employees. Follow-up checks would also be made on instructions 

given to a foreman by his supervisor, or instructions by area in the 

daily log book to assure that these instructions were carried out as 

completely as possible. 

(13) Roethliaberger, Fritz J., Human Relations in Administration 
(Englewood, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Iiic. 195Ij Page 3D6 
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By making these follow-up checks and noting the extent to 

a foreman's determination to improve his performance~ I could assess 

leadership qualities. If the follow-up check and the recorded data 

kept on each foreman indicated an improvement, the foreman was to be 

commended. on the other hand, if improvement were needed on a special 

phase of his job, a problem definition discussion would be held to try 

and help solve his problem. 

Performance Discuso1ons with Individual Foremen - Since it 

is a plant policy to discuss an individual's performance with him on 

a yearly basis, it is felt that a system should be set up permitting 

a foreman to lmow where he stands at all times. In other words, a 

foreman should be able to look at his performance record at any time 

and know his standing; compared to those of the other foremen in the 

area. In this cormection, I sensed a need for a device that would 

increase the accuracy or personal Judgment or others. 

"The questions,, how efficient is a man, how successful is 

he# and how important is he to the Company, do not have to be decided 

on the basis or subjective preference. In fact, they should not have 

to be decided at alli they should be answered clearly by the objective 

yardstick that records efficiency and achievement immediately and 
(14) 

automatically .. tr It was felt that objective yardsticks should be 

set up and plotted on a weekly or monthly basis comparing performances 

of each foreman with the other foremen in the area. 

A system ror plotting performances on graph paper was 

devised and the past six months' performances of each foreman were 

(14) Drucker, Peter F. - Human Relations in Administration 
(Englewood,, N .. J.: Prentice-Hill, IhC:- 1951) Pages 294 .... 295 



plotted eo a.a to have a base point, or "before measurement" point. 

It was planned to plot additional data on these charts monthly and 

also to analyze and discuss these charts with each foreman at the 

end of each month. Such a monthly discussion would also serve as 

a check on general ef'f ect of the improvement program. 

If a monthly training meeting were held during the month 

and follow-up checlts were made in the field., then I felt that these 

injected variables might result in improved performances. 

that 
I recognized fa. permanent improvement in performance is 

rarely forthcoming rie;ht away. Nevertheless, I f'elt that some 

improvement could be made in a short period or time, or at least I 

could lay the foundation ror a higher and lasting standard or per

tormance. I selected the months January - May for nbefore measure

ment" months. I made a number of charts and kept them in a folder, 

one set for each foreman, allowing each f 01~ma.n to check his rating 

at any time during the year. (Seo figures l~ - 7 below for examples 

or performance charts set up for an individual foreman.) I also 
a 

laid plans to use these charts as a basis for making;yearly per-

formance review with each foreman. 

Discussions with Operating Personnel - In order to promote 

and checlt on the morale of operating personnel, I made plans for a 

daily contact with each operator sometime during his shift, na. the 

purpose being to gain some lmowledge or his feelings and to give him 

an opportunity to discusa any problem on his mind. By these daily 

contacts, I hoped to learn of any unrest or strife immediately and 

be in a position to take action to head off any trouble. This plan 

was inspired in part by Thomas J. Luck•s idea that 11A good personnel 
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appraisal is regarded as a bai.,ometer. The appraisal should be under

taken frequently 1n order to have encugh readings upon which to 

predict future action. Statistic audits may be made monthly and 

can help management to anticipate trouble. An increase in absen

teeism, a drop in production due-to employee actions, and other 
(15) 

records can be used to indicate employee unrest or strife." 

Discussions With Union Stewards - Plans were also made to 

hold weekly meetings with the u..l'lion stewards assigned to the shift 

in order to pass along pertinent information and discuss shift 

problems. These meetings would also present an opportunity to 

discuss in advance changes that affect the people and to dissolve 

differences engendered by such changes before they were placed into 

effect. 

Another major point to stress during these meetings was 

our grievance procedures, the main point being .._. to persuade the 

stewards and foremen to avail themselves or ever"J opportunity to 

settle grievances at their level. !f satisfaction were not obtained 

at the foreman's level, or course, a grievance would then proceed to 

the shii't supervisor and on up the line if necessariJ. 

During one of the first meetings, I planned to inform the 

stewards of our shift objective: to improve the performance or each 

individual on the shift. I expected to solicit their ideas aa to 

the accomplishment or this objective. The purpose of this type or 
contact was to bring the union in on the improvement program and to 

create a reeling of team effort and cooperation. 

(15) Luck, Thomas J., Personnel Audit and Appraisal (New York, 
Toronto, London! McGraw-Hill B~olCCompany, Inc. 1955) 
Page 283 
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Discipline - In addition to the planned training dis

cussion on disciplinar-3 procedures, follow-up checks were planned 

for problem cases in order to assure proper disciplinary action. 

One thought here is that sometiraea 1t is better to off er con

structive (even mild) criticism than to taJce action of a drastic 

or severe character. "The supervisor who knows when to be lenient 

and when to be severe has mastered an important division of super-
(16) 

visory technique." 

In general I felt that disciplinary- action to 001.,rect a 

bad situation should be taken only after all tools of construotive 

help had been tried with the persons involved. A fal11ly exhaustive 

period of inveatigat;ing and working with a problem case should elapse 

before applying disoiplina:rrJ' penalties. If at &"'l.Y time during this 

period the superior felt that he had done all he could to help the 

person presenting the problem, then ho could consider administering 

discipline. Even after the subordinate is plaaed on a special write

up, pre-problem case, or problem case, the objective of the superior 

should be to assist that subordinate to correct his problem. 

After an individual is given every opportunity to improve 

his status, there appear to be only two reasons for his failure. 

First, he does not have the skill or intelligence to improve; or 

secondly~ he does not want to conform to the prescribed method for 

performing the job. Regardless or which category the offender falls 

into# there is justification for transfer to a job he can perform 
for 

satisfactorily, or,A:Iismisaal. Of course, ever"-J disciplinary case ia 

different and must accordingly be considered on its own merits. 

(16) Cooper, A.M. How :£2. Su ervise.PeoBle (New York, Toronto, 
London: 3rd EC'Iltion, 2~1c raw- 11 · ook Co. ~ Inc. 1952) Page 70 



The general philosophy explained above was to be stressed 

to each roreman in an effort to improve the performance of all the 

personnel under his responsibility. 
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CHAPTER rV' 

PLACING THE PLAN INTO ACTION 

Discussions of Group Meetings - Monthly group meetings 

were scheduled as planned with the foremen to discuss problems~ 

objectives, and plans for obtaining these objectives. The super

visor conducted meetings or the conference type with emphasis on 

foreman participation. 

At the f'1rst meeting, which was held the first week in 

June, we discussed the shift problems and objectives. These 

problems and objectives were very similar to those outlined in 

the first two sections of Chapter III. This first meeting was 

devoted tor the most part to a discussion of accepting the full 

responsibilities of the job and our primary objective of improving 

overall shift performance. 

The second meeting was held the first week 1n July. 

During this meeting we talked about the progress made in June. 

We noted that the shift was beginning to compare favorably with 

others in performance. (See figure 3 below for the improvement 

in rating as compared with the other three shifts). 

After the shifts• performances were reviewed for the 

month of June, a discussion type of meeting was conducted on 

problem definition~ analysis of a problem, and appropriate actions 

for solving it. Each foreman was asked to define a specific problem, 

analyze the problem, and outline possible solutions. 
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The third meeting was held in August with a discussion on 

"lining up" daily routine tasks. Specific instances were cited 

where instructions had not been carried out completely over the 

previous two months. It was suggested that each instruction given 

by the supervisor# and also those instructions written 1n the log 

book,, be written down by every roreman a..ftected in a small daily 

notebook. After each inStruction had been given to the operator 

and completed, the written instruction could be crossed out of the 

book by the foreman. If the instructionJ were not carried out com• 

pletely, the foreman was to notify the supervisor to that effect 

and give reasons for the failure. 

The fourth meeting, which was held 1n October, centered 

upon employee and union relations. The objective or this meeting 

was to impress upon the f'oreman the importance ot 1nf'orming the 

employees and union stewards, in advance, or changes about to be 

made. Furthermore., we stressed the importance or a roreman•s 

ability to handle and settle properly the grievances arising from 

within his crew at his own level. Another point brought out was 

that the number of grievances reaching the supervisor level was 

an indication of the success of the employee-relations phase of 

each foreman•s performance. 

The fifth meeting (and the last covered 1n this report) 

was a discussion or diaci~linary procedures. It was pointed out 

that one good general procedure to follow was to discuss each 

previously determined objective with the operating personnel and 

request their cooperation in trying to reach that objective. 
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The next step was explained to be one ot follow-up to determine 

results. It was noted that the majority of the operating personnel 

would probably conform.; and that the desired results would be 

accomplished from this group. However, there would probably be 

a small percentage of worli:ers who did not conform# with whom 

individual contacts would be necessary~ with appropriate follow-up. 

After these individual contacts and subsequent checks on results 

had taken place# there might still be one or two non-oon.rormists. 

These persons normally require eighty to ninety per cent follow

up by supervision and are the ones tor whom disciplinary tools 

were designed. 

The first step in disciplinary action was e~1J)la1ned as a 

contact with employees off-the-job and a special write-up or the 

contact. If employees did not conform af'ter this contact, another 

ort-the-job contact was 1n order and the employee informed ot his 

pre-problem status and of the necessity for immediate improvement 

in order to remove him from this status. I1', a.fter a certain time 

span,, the employee apparently showed no 1mprovement:1 he was to be 

classified as a problem case. The employee should be told of this 

step and made to realize that unless improvement was immediately 

f orthooming,, the only recourse left would be dismissal, this step 

being placed entirely up to him. If, after this step was talren, 

the employee failed to improve in a reasonable time, he should be 

dismissed. 

Actually, this principle or discipline could be adminis

tered at any level or supervision and is the same principle used by 
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this supervisor in· planning this improvement program covered in 

Chapter III. 

Problems Def 1ned 
Objectives Defined 
Group Meetings with Foremen 
Follow-up on Results 
Individual Foreman contacts 
Discipline 

Folloti-UP On Results - Folders were set up tor each fore

m:m and performances we1"e plotted monthly on charts showing the 

results of follow-up checks on each foreman. 

An attempt was made to include all six phases or per

formance recommended by our Plant Sta.ff. These eix items a.re 

safety, housekeeping, production, cost, employee relations, and 

leadership. Since it is very difficult to measure employee relations 

and leadership and use them as objective criteria for plotting a 

chart, I decided to confine measurements to the other four and take 

totals therefrom. The sum totals were figured to furnish a good 

indication of employee relations and leadership ability, as well 

as the best available yardstick on general performance. 

In addition to keeping monthly records of progress by 

foremen, I made field checks on safety,, morale, housekeeping, and 

quality items. If an off-standard condition were observed, I saw 

that the foreman in that particular area was notified and told to 

look into the situation himself. It was impressed on him to find 

these conditions and take corrective action on his findings, rather 

than on those observed by the supervisor. By taking this course or 

action I hoped that the toreman would gain respect 1n the eyes of 

the operator and would help place responsibility where it belonged. 
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Performance Discussions With Individual Foremen - Each 

foreman was contacted ort-the-job on a monthly basis and hie 

previous month's performance was reviewed with him. This review 

was made in relation to facts recorded in his performance tolder. 

Items needing attention were given some emphasis, and the approach 

to be used for improvement was determined. Commendations were made 

on items reflecting an above-average or outstanding performance. 

Employee contacts - The shift operating personnel were 

contacted daily by walking through each section and speaking to 

each man. Some of the contacts were merely greetings of naood 

morning, how are you", and asking others about their families. 

others were lengthy discussions concerning problems the employee 

had1 whether of a personal or a work nature. Any item ot importance 

was passed on to the roreman. 

By mald.ng daily contacts or this nature and getting close 

to the employees, I managed to detect informal leaders and to 

establish close~ relationships with almost all the men. 

It is well to realize that informal groups and leaders 

exist 1n every organization and that their formation is inevitable. 

The main problem seems to be how to deal with these groups and 

leaders. Past experience has indicated that the ability to sell 

these informal leaders and groups on new ideas generally expedites 

their acceptance on the part of the entire membership of the shift. 

contacts With Union Stewards - Weekly meetings were held 

with the two union stewards on the shift ror the pUI'pose of passing 

along pertinent information and bringing about a mutual understanding. 



During the earlier meetings the importance of following 

proper grievance procedures was stressed. This involved gathering 

all the tacts ot each grievance before presenting it to supervision. 

The next point of' importance was to discuss the grievances with the 

foreman involved before coming to the supervisor. If unable to 

settle the grievance at the foreman level, then the stewards were 

to proceed to the supervisor level for possible settlement. 

The union stewards were inf'ormed of each change to be 

made, in advance, that would affect crew changes or labor-saving 

procedures. The stewards were given an opportunity to express 

their opinions on these changes and, in some cases at least, their 

ideas were incorporated into the proposals. This approach encouraged 

the acceptance of new methods and procedures because the stewards 

felt they had taken part in formulating the proposals. 

The stewards were also infonned of the progress made in 

the pertormance of the shift each month :t.n comparison with the other 

three shifts. This type or meeting created interest and helped 

build a competitive spirit within the men on the shift. 

Disciplinary procedures were covered at one meeting and 

the stewards were informed that supervision would keep them posted 

on all cases where disciplinary action was contemplated. The idea 

ot keeping stewards informed on expected disciplinary action was to 

give supervision an opportunity to present 1ta side of the case 

before action was actually taken. This procedure gives the facts 

ot both sides ot a disciplinary case to the stewards and commonly 

helps to prevent grievances following disciplinary action. 
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CHAPTER V 

EVALUATION OF THE PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 

Primary Objective - An attempt is now made to evaluate 

the results of my Performance Improvement Program in an objective 

manner. However~ objectivity 1s difficult to reach 1n some areas. 

The six major factors of performance, already noted in Chapter II 

above~ include safety, housekeeping, cost~ production, leadership. 

and employee relations. Results can be measured comparatively 

easily on the first tour items but it is very difficult to set up 

yardsticks to measure leadership and employee relations except as 

reflected in the other four performance factors. 

As stated in Chapter III, the primary objective of this 

program was to improve the perf'orniances or the foremen in order to 

bring the overall shift performance up to a comparable level with 

that of the three other shifts. In order to measure the improvement 

in overall shift performance, the items of safety~ housekeeping,, 

production~ and cost factors are measured and presented in cha.rt 

form below. These items are also given for the other shifts. 

This method ot comparison should go tar to determine whether the 

primary objective has been accomplished. 

Chart 3 is a measurement or all factors combined. It 

indicates a sizeable improvement in overall shift pertormance. As 

already noted the months January through May made the period 

established as the "before measurement" or before the improvement 

program. The months June through November constitute the 0 af'ter 
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measurement" period or period in which the improvement program was 

being focussed toward the foremen involved. Ratings are based on 

a onea two, three,, tour ranking. Note that the January through 

May rankings are commonly fourth place and the rank shif'ts to 

second and third places during the following months. 

Breaking down this overall shift performance into 

individual factors, we present the safety raotor first. Here we 

are measuring actual results obtained. All our safety er.forts are 

aimed toward the elimination of injuries, both on and off the Job. 

Figure 8 represents the sa.f'ety performance or the shif't from January 

through November. Plant or works injuries and non-works or off-the

Job injuries are plotted in order to note performance. The shift 

experienced two non-works minor injuries and three works sub-minor 

injuries during the )1before measurement" period. The shift was in 

first place on a competitive basis with the other shifts over the 

latest tour-month period or natter measurement". 

Housekeeping, which is also on a competitive basis, is 

evaluated by making weekly inspections or each individual ahift's 

work area and assigning points according to certain specific items. 

These points are totaled and the shifts are then ranked on a one, 

two, three, and tour basis. Figure 9 indicates the average monthly 

ranking tor the shift during the measuring period. June through 

September appears to be a leveling-out interval, with an improvement 

actually occurring in the months of October and November. 

The cost tactor is evaluated by measuring sub-f aotors 

such as overtime, disability, machine outage, and waste. Figures 10., 

11, 12, and 13 represent the tour sub-factors, respectively. 
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Overtime cost and disability cost, as represented by figures 10 

and 111 indicate an approximately stable level or performance 

throughout the eleven-month period. Figure 12 represents the 

shif't's machine outage performance, with respect to both operating 

and maintenance performances. In this realm or performance a 

reduction 1n machine losses increases the yield or standard pro

duction. Improvement in reducing machine delay was consistent 

from the month of June through November. Figure 13 indicates the 

shift rating on waste performance as compared With the other Sh:if'ta. 

Competition in waste performance is veey keen. Our shift reached a 

competitive level but failed to sustain a leading position, 

The fourth factor is production. Figures 5, 7, and 14 

a.re given below to indicate production performance. A general. 

improvement was made in the reduction or quality detects, ends down, 

and the uniformity or process, all indicated by lines on the oh.arts. 

In summary, 1t is noted that the primary objective or 
improving overall shift performance and bringing it up to a com

petitive basis has been accomplished. Even so, there is much to be 

desired in further improvement. The "after measurement" period will 

now become the "before measurement" period and another improvement 

program will be designed and evaluated. 

Secondary Objectives - The evaluation or employee relations 

and leadership actually coincide with the secondary objectives listed 

in Chapter III. It is difficult to measure results 1n these areas 

and supporting figures and charts cannot be readily applied, 
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For instance, my first secondary objective was to delegate 

authority and responsibility to each foreman for the overall opera

tion of his section. Objectivity is rather complicated and impossible 

to measure. However, the other areas allowing a direct measurement 

may be accepted in part as an indirect rneasure of the acceptance of 

reaponsib1lit1es of the Job. Since the shift made an overall improve

ment in measurable factors, 1t is felt that an improvement waa also 

made in responsibility acceptance. 

This same type of evaluation also holds true for the 

secondary objectives of problem analysis, techniques to carry out 

the details of the Job, and developing a spirit of teamwork and 

cooperation to accomplish difficult tasks. 

Progress towards the secondary objective or developing 

tore.men so they could settle grievances promptly and at their level 

of supervision can be measured to a certain extent. Although figures 

on charts are not presented as supporting evidence, the grievances 

and· complaints reaching the supervision level formerly were .approxi

mately one or two a shift. At present the number has been reduced to 

one or possibly two a week. A continuous program is planned £or the 

future to reduce this number even further. 

The last secondary objective to evaluate was a program to 

eliminate, as tar as possible, the reluctance of the foremen to 

enforce discipline, In the beginning months of the program the tool 

of discipline was used only sparingly, In the last few months the 

foremen have used this tool more often and with a greater degree or 
confidence. 
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In summary, it is felt that some improvement has been 

made 1n the secondary objectives. However, it is impossible to 

support this feeling or opinion by measurable results. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

Performance Improvement Programs - In conclusion, it 

appears that perf'ormance improvement programs can be f omulated, 

placed into action, and the results measured with reasonable 

assurance that some improvement in performance will tal<:e place. 

The field of human relations is not an exact science but it 

appears that the closer we approach this field with objectivity., 

the more we oan predict and calculate perfornmnce in certain lines. 

In other words, it would be desirable to have certain proven pro

cesses that could be applied to problems in the field or human 

relations with reasonable assurance that certain results would be 

obtained each time this process is placed into action. Unfortunately, 

the subject of investigation is the human being - a very complex 

subject. This complexity ot the subject, combined with the use or 

relatively crude measuring devices~ makes it difficult to get 

accurate measurement. Since the measuring devices available are 

relatively subjective, it is difficult to make research in the field 

ot human relations as objective as research in other fields. 

Future Plans - The future primary objective will be to 

improve the overall shift performances to a higher level beyond the 

reach of the other three shift~\. In -~<;her words., I want to be ranked 

as the number one shift within the area assigned. It is well recog

nized that competition between shifts is verry keen. However~ the 

tools are available, and if' they are used properly, this future 

objective can be obtained. 
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Reaction of Associated and Higher Supervision - It is 

somewhat difficult to report the reaction or other shift supervisors 

conoerning the improvement program placed into action on my shift. 

Each supervisor has his own approaches and ways of doing business 

and normally believes his ways are better :ror improving the per

formances of his particular shift. 

As my shift progressed to the point of competing with the 

other shifts, one of the older supervisors asked what we were doing 

on our shift that was responsible for our improved position. The 

program in general was explained to him and interest seemed to be 

aroused. He stated that past performance on my shift had been below 

standard tor a long time and recent shift performances had obviously 

improved. 

Another supervisor made the remark that the foremen assigned 

to my shift were cooperating better with associated foremen than in 

the past. This supervisor also questioned about our approach towards 

improved performances. 

Discussions such as these ·with associated supervisors are 

the basis tor measuring their reaction. It appears that the saying 

"action is stronger than words 0 fits this reaction measurement some

what. In my opinion, the reaction or the other shifts at first was a 

nwait and see" attitude. As our performance improved interest was 

aroused to the point of questioning our means of handling the job at 

hand. The discussions that took place during this period were good. 

Each shitt learned something rrom the other shift concerning ditf erent 

methods that could be used to obtain above average performance. 
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A discussion 1<1as held with my immediate superior out

lllling the program that was to be used on my shift in an et.tort 

to better the shift's ranking. He seemed impressed with the plan 

and asked to be 1nf'ormed of the progress at different time 

intervals. 

Meetings were arranged with my supervisor at different 

intervals and he was infonned or the shift's progress and problems 

encountered. suggestions were made by him during these discussions 

to further improve our program. 

The reaction or my superior is felt to be the same as top 

management. Both felt the program was a good idea; however, the 

feeling of a. "wait and see" attitude was noted here also. This 

reaction is similar to an engineer's teat: it ha.a to be run and 

results evaluated. 

After my shift started to function effectively, my super

visor was pleased with our progress. He indicated that his superior 

had noted the !mprovement in performance and the approach that was 

being used was relayed on to top management. 

As stated in the beginning, reactions are sometimes 

difficult to evaluate. In my opinion, tor the most part, the 

reactions from other shifts, m:y immediate supervisor, and higher 

supervision were tavorable. 
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